
middle position on Walrus). Shafts (HWS on diagram) fit to the bottom of (17) and through holes in  (14) — middle one on nearer “U” shaped tab — you will 
need a sticky adhesive for the wires. The top rim of the wheels can be glued to the uprights of (17). The handbrake wheel cross shaft (7) may need cutting: 
remove the lower shaft for SR hopper (X on component diagram); on both types, if you are using any type of bogie mounted coupling, cut the top shaft off 
(“v”s on diagram). Fit behind the headstock & add wheels (22). 
LEFT HAND END: components are the same as the RH end, but the bracket (8) should be on the other side of the vac. cylinder, & the strut (24) will be on 

the left of (19) so that the vac. cylinders will be offset to the same side of the wagon. Also bracket 
(17) should be fitted the other way round so that the closer spaced uprights are on the right 
(making the centre handwheel offset to the same side as the RH end & the gearboxes (*) on the 
chute ends.

Buffers: slide the collar over the body and apply solvent to the body end. Fit the head, & slide the collar towards 
the head until it just covers the join. You can now put the wire handrails on. Fit steps to back of sides – the steps 
should slope outwards. You may find it better to leave fitting the steps until after the bogies are in place to check that they will 
not foul the bogies on the radius of curves you have. They can be fitted as near to the headstock/brake wheel as possible, although 
this will not be the correct position.  Note that the SOLID step is next to brake wheel on both sides.
Bogies:  Fit bearings from the inside, (this is easier if a drop of solvent is put in the holes in the frame), and add wheels by 
putting one axle into a bearing and gently spreading the frames so that the other end can be put into its bearing. The bearings can 
be adjusted by moving them in or out to give the best running of the wheels. Fit the axleboxes (from the handrail sprue — the 
bottom is attached to the sprue) over the bearings. Put screws through bolsters from the side with 4 pegs, place the bogie on the 
bolster & add the nut. Hornby or Bachmann couplings can be fitted by adding the adaptor plates to the inner pegs on the bogie 
centre extension, then cutting off the protruding part of the extension (with the other pegs) and attaching the coupling to the 
adaptor. The corners on Hornby couplings & the “wings” on Bachmann Mini couplings need to be cut off to clear the wheels. Fit 
the bolster to the bogie mounting plate (23) between the two ribs – the centre of the bogie should be in line with the vertical end 
of the side.  
Painting: SR hoppers were Red Oxide with black bogies and small SR / 40T / Number in the bottom LH  corner. These in BR 
livery & the BR Walrus were black overall with yellow or white lettering. Some may have been “Gulf Red”. The post-1964 livery was Olive green with black 
bogies. Steps, handwheels/handrails and handwheels should be white. The ex-SR wagons were also labelled “WALRUS”. Lettering was sometimes placed at the 
top of the panels, particularly if the lower part had been replaced due to corrosion
Numbering:  SR wagons 62055 - 74, for BR - DS62055 etc., tare 19.10.  Walrus DB992481 - 530, tare 20.
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